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TEAM
Mike Hyatt Landscaape Architects, Led by Mike Hyatt have carried out 
the survey work and liaised with the client group. He has also led on 
developing the proposals that are set out in this document.
 
Arvika Consult, consultant engineers led by Frank McCulloch have assisted 
with survey work and with engineering solutions and costing

Work has been carried out February to May 2019

INTRODUCTION
This report was commissioned by Edinbane Community Company (ECC) 
in January 2019. The report is set out in referenece to the Client Brief, it 
focuses on the Community Links routes that are imported for local people 
to link their communities to services, places of employment and to each 
other.

SCOPE
The survey looked at identifying potential cycling walking routes from 
north of Flashader through Edinbane and on to Greshornish and 
Dunvegan. This would open up a total of 27km of new path the majority of 
these routes closely follow the main road the A850. The routes are set out 
on the Wider Path Network Map. 

The focus of the detailed survey work has been the 0.5km missing link 
from Flashader to opposite the campsite at Borve. This section links with 
existing paths, that if joined, would provide a safe route between the 
neighbouring communities of Flashader, Kildonan and Fanks to the north 
and Borve and Edinbane to the south.

The wider network representing approximately 23km of potential routes 
was inspected at representative and key locations such as at junctions and 
sites of potential obstacles.

SKYE



Community Links Options 
Appraisal
MISSING LINK SECTION

Currently a tarred road side pavement finishes at Flashader, the next 
section of unbound path then starts again 0.5km south, opposite the 
campsite entrance at Borve then continues on to Edinbane. Edinbane is 
where facilities such as the primary school, hotel, public hall, cemetery and 
craft businesses as well as other types of accommodation are located. The 
linking up of existing paths would allow cycle or walking access from the 
communities to the north of Edinbane to these key community facilities. 
These communities are strung out along the main road the A850. This is a 
fairly straight wide road which vehicles can travel along fast, making it very 
difficult to walk along the narrow verge safely.  Experienced cyclists use the 
road, but walkers, cyclists who lack confidence and children on bikes have 
no way of linking between the existing paths.
Two off road and two on road routes were surveyed, these are set out on 
drawing 539 L02.1. Descriptions of these route options are set out below.

Option A (discounted option)– North Route Off Road

This route links from a field access gate adjacent Arnisort Mission Church 
Flashader, along the north side of the A850 through rough grazing until 
it meets houses where it moves crossing a small river to a wide verge 
finishing at the access to Loch Greshornish Caravan and Campsite. The path 
would continue across the access and after a short distance a road crossing 
would link with the existing 1.0m wide path to Edinbane .

Advantages
• Combines road crossing required into one
• Opportunity for good views from the path across Loch Greshornish 
• Quiet off-road route will encourage families to use it
• Creates a circular route to and from the campsite
• No major ground condition issues
• Gradients will allow for an accessible route

Disadvantages
• New bridge required in front of Burnside house
• Large road side drainage ditch would need to be culverted in front of 

houses at Borve
• Need to get owners agreement 

Option A - Northern off road 
route (discounted)



Route A OPT1 – South Route Using Old Road

This route links from the Arnisort Mission Church Flashader crosses the 
main road and then across the access driveway to 11 Flashader. It then 
climbs at a 1:15 gradient up a 3m wide path cut into the rock face and 
then runs through the edge of the rough grazing until it meets the existing 
redundant single-track road. This road still has a tarred surface and can 
be made accessible with minor clearance work. The old road can then link 
directly to the existing 1.0m path to Edinbane.

Advantages
• Uses the old road for much of its length
• Good ground conditions
• Quiet off-road route will encourage families to use it
• No significant ecology or archaeology disturbed by this route

Disadvantages
• Expense of rock cut section to access to the rough grazing 
• Possibly would mean an additional road crossings at the campsite

Option 1 is ECCs prefered option as it is away from the main road making it 
the most attractive to users and it makes use of a section of old road. There 
has been a positive response from the landowner but further negotiation 
and final agreement is require

ROUTE A Option 1 
Southern off road route

ROUTE A Option 1 access 
into grazing land at a slope

ROUTE A Option 1 
old road

OPTION 1

OPTION 1

11 FLASHADER

ROUGH GRAZING

OLD ROAD
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Plan L03.1 Showing Route A Options 1, rock cut focus area



ROUTE A Option 2 north side verge & Option 3 south side verge at Borve

ROUTE A OPT2 – Adjacent the A850 North Verge and  
ROUTE A OPT3 – Adjacent the A850 South Verge

These routes will require the culverting of the road side ditch which ranges 
in depth from 0.75-1.0m. The verge varies in width from 3.8-5.0m and we 
propose that the path is set as far back from the road as possible to give 
the greatest buffer between the pedestrians and cyclists and the traffic on 
this fast road. Drawing 539 L02.1 shows the location of the route options, 
539 D01 shows a typical road crossing detail and 539 D02  a typical section 
through the path and ditch.

Advantages
• A direct route 
• Level access encouraging use by bikes and those with mobility issues
• No private landowner issues
• Option 2 would not require a road crossing at Flashader
• Option 3 does not require a bridge at the Burnside property

Disadvantages
• High cost in culverting the drain
• Far less attractive route being still close to fast traffic, so may 

discourage families from using it
• Will require local authority approval
• Probably working over services
• Option 2 would require a bridge at the Burnside property 
• Option 3 would require a road crossing at Flashader

ROUTE A Option 2 north side verge & Option 3 south side verge at Flashader

ROUTE A Option 2 North side bridge location



Summary

The ECC will continue to consult with the landowners to see if the 
preferred option 1 can be achieved. Mike Hyatt LA will continue to liaise 
with Highland Council to gain in principle approval to the verge side 
options.

Surface and Path Width

All options are proposed as a tar surface. All routes were proposed at 2m 
wide with passing places. The road side routes would be positioned to give 
as wide a grass verge as possible between the path and the road to act as a 
separation between path users and traffic.

ECC have stated that although a minimum of 2.5m is required in more 
urban environments with higher usage, in more remote rural areas 2.0m 
with is more appropriate. Clear sightline forward mean that oncoming 
cyclists have time to slow and judge passing other cyclists or walkers 
without danger. The 2.0m width will also be easier to integrate into highly 
valued landscape for the scenic and ecological value without having a 
detrimental impact on landscape character.

Plan L02.1 Showing Route A Options 1, 2 and 3



ROUTE B - Upgrade Existing Path

In recent years Highland Council have provided a 1.0m wide path from 
opposite the Loch Greshornish Caravan and Campsite to Edinbane on 
the narrow verge of the A850. It is partly unsurfaced and partly tarred. 
It also links to a section of old road and provides pedestrian access for a 
number properties along the A850 to walk to Edinbane. It also provides a  
route for visitors staying at the campsite to walk to the hotel for food and 
entertainment.

Our proposal, shown on drawings 539 L2.2, L2.3 and L2.4, would widen 
the path to 2,5m and would require the culverting of the sections of path 
located on the verge. Sections of the old road would only require minor 
improvements to the surface such as filling in potholes. 

The aim would be to improve the existing link path and expand it from 
purely a walking route to attract cyclists and use by children going to 
Edinbane Primary School.

ROUTE B  - existing gravel path 1.0m 
wide on A850 southern verge



ROUTE B plans



ROUTE B - existing tar path 1.0m wide on 
A850 southern verge towards Edinbane

ROUTE B plans



ROUTE C - Upper Edinbane access 
point to the link path

ROUTE C – Link Path to Edinbane Village to Upper 
Edinbane

A significant proportion of Edinbane’s population live in Upper Edinbane, 
a string of houses along a single track road elevated on the slopes of 
crofting land above Edinbane village. A right of way exists between the two 
settlements, it is a grass track for much of its length but requires signage, 
improved surface, drainage and a new gate where the path passes through 
field boundaries. 

These improvements will help to encourage greater use of the route by 
residents and visitors that stay in holiday lets in Upper Edinbane. This 
route also forms part of a recreational circular route from Edinbane village 
through the adjacent forest and back to Edinbane.

ROUTE C - access through gates

ROUTE C plan



ROUTE D – Edinbane to Greshornish House

In recent years ECC have provided an unbound path from where the road 
through the village meets the A850 to the old road around the head of 
Loch Greshornish. The old road provides a 1.9km link to the 3.8km single 
track road that terminates at Greshornish House. Greshornish House 
Hotel and Redwood House both provide employment to people living in 
Edinbane. The single track road also links to rural paths to provide a loop 
back to the A850.

A 55m long new path and 120m upgraded path are needed to link to the 
end of the old road. These would be constructed at 2.0m wide with a tar 
surface.

The old road is in good condition being used regularly by the local farmer 
and has an intact road surface for much of its length. Grass has grown 
over the surface towards the Greshornish Road End but does not seriously 
inhibits its use.  Halfway along the old road there is a 20m desire line to a 
layby and picnic area off the A850. The picnic area provides a good view 
point up Loch Greshornish and ECC have plans drawn up to redevelop the 
site with stone walls and improved facilities to make it a more attractive 
place for people to stop. This would include creating a formal link to the 
old road so as to attract cyclists and walkers to stop and picnic and enjoy 
the viewpoint as well. ECC would also provide interpretation at the view 
point.

The single track road is also in good condition with no potholes making it 
a good cycling route. As previously mentioned, the hotels at the end of the 
road provide local employment and employees would cycle to work if the 
unbound section of path and a road crossing could be provided.

old road north of Edinbanetrack link from A850 to old road on 
outskirts of Edinbane

existing recreational path 
network to be expanded

single traack road to Greshornish Hotal



ROUTE D plan



ROUTE E – Flashader to Fanks Including Fanks Kildonan 
Loop

The old road runs for 0.7km east from Flashader and is sign posted as 
a walking and cycling route largely on old road. However, the old road 
is not continuous, and a new section of unbound narrow path 240m 
long, needs to be upgraded to a 2m wide tarred route along with a road 
crossing to allow cyclists to travel between the existing sections of old 
road. 

This section also connects to the quiet single track loop road that 
gives access to the communities at Kildonan and Fanks. There is a high 
concentration of B&Bs and holiday lets in these communities that 
could be linked to the facilities at Edinbane if the old road link could be 
improved. 

There is also an opportunity to link to a recreational track the leads to 
the forest and hill at Beinn a’ Sgumain

view from  Kildonan loop single track roadROUTE E - old road Flashader

ROUTE E - track joining A850 ROUTE E - continuation of old road to 
Suledale 



ROUTE D plan



ROUTE F – Greshornish Road End to Dunvegan

There is an opportunity to link sections of old road and unbound vehicle 
track to provide a 11.0km cycle and walking route between Edinbane 
and Dunvegan via the scenic Fairy Bridge.  The route is broken down into 
sections as set out below and can be seen on the Wider Path Network 
map:

• 1.3km would need to be new off-road tarred path at 2.0m wide. 
• 4.6km on old road
• 3.3km on unbound vehicle track
• 0.3km on single track road
• 1.5kn on quiet dead end road (gives access to Dunvegan Castle and 

Gardens)

We did not see any serious barriers to the creation of the 1.3km of new 
path, no significant bridges are required only some standard culverts to 
assist with drainage.

The longest length of the route would be on old road. This has suffered 
from significant vegetation regrowth mainly of heather but with a few 
stunted pines starting to come through the surface. It is difficult to 
determine at the moment the extent of work required to bring the old 
road back to an easy to cycle route. It would be useful to carry out a trail 
clearance and resurface to 100m of representative path to determine the 
work and costs involved in upgrading the whole old road section.
Approximately halfway between Edinbane and Dunvegan the route will go 
over the Fairy Bridge an attractive old stone bridge with an adjacent car 
park. This has the potential as a popular picnic spot.

The unbound vehicle track is in good condition and suitable for walkers 
and those with mountain bikes to use now. It would need to be surfaced 
with tar to make it usable by road bikes. The track links directly into the car 
park for the popular tourist destination Dunvegan Castle and Gardens.  
The route connects to Dunvegan Village along the road. The road is a dead 
end so is quiet outside the tourist season, but is busy over the summer 
with visitors to Dunvegan Castle. Appropriate signage and road markings 
would help keep vehicle speeds down and allow bikes and vehicles to 
share this short section of road to complete the link between Edinbane and 
Dunvegan communities.
 

ROUTE F - old road towards Fairy Bridge

ROUTE F - old roadROUTE F - old road  heading west

ROUTE F- new track required adjacent 
A850



ROUTE F - Fairy BridgeROUTE F - single track road to Waternish

ROUTE F - existing track from A850 to 
Dunvegan Castle

ROUTE F- access point to Dunvegan 
Castle car park

ROUTE F – Greshornish Road End to Dunvegan



ROUTE F plan



ROUTE G - Flashader to Loch Greshornish Shore

This route follows a 0.6km track that was built to a pier that was never 
completed but now provides a popular route for local people to reach 
the coast. It also links along the coast to Loch Greshornish Campsite. 
Local residents have been carrying out work to keep the route clear of 
vegetation, however the path surface is in poor condition with the need 
to provide improved drainage. The path crosses a burn where the existing 
bridge has collapsed and needs to be replaced. Improving the path surface, 
along with signage, interpretation and a new bridge would significantly 
increase the use of the path. This route represents the only publicly 
accessible path to the coast.

ROUTE G - path leads to remains of old 
pier

ROUTE G - grass path improve drainageROUTE G- old track to pier to be 
upgraded

ROUTEG - derelict bridge to be replaced



ROUTE H – Braebost Route

The 4.8km route follows a right of way on a unbound vehicle track that 
branches off the A850 and leads up to the woodland surrounding the hill 
Beinn Sgumain. A short 15m link allows access to the old road route Path E. 
This Community Links path as well as connecting communities gives access 
to local recreation routes.
.
 

ROUTE F - old road  heading west

ROUTE F- new track required adjacent 
A850



ROUTE I – Greshornish Loop

This route is already designated as a Core Path and is sign posted from 
the A850. The first part of the route has already been identified as a 
Community Links route Path D from Edinbane to Greshornish House 
which follows the single track tarred road. The route then crosses from 
Greshornish House on 2.2km of grass path to Loch Driubaig crossing the 
Allt Driubaig and then linking to the unbound forest track in Greshornish 
Forest. This 4.42km of well maintained track then connects back to the 
A850. Carrying out repairs and drainage works to the grass path section of 
the route would provide a cyclable circular route from Edinbane. It would 
also provide a recreational loop from the proposed Edinbane to Dunvegan 
Community Link path, Route F above.

 

ROUTE I- unbound forest track 
Greshornish Forest

ROUTE I- grass path to be upgradedROUTE I- route from Greshornish House

ROUTE I - Circular route sign posted at 
Greshornish Road End



ROUTE I – Greshornish Loop



ROUTE J – Edinbane Windfarm and Forest loop

The 8.3km of unbound vehicle tracks in Coishletter Forest and tracks 
accessing the Edinbane Windfarm provide popular walking routes to the 
south of Edinbane, two new sections of path would allow this existing 
network to be linked to provide circular routes. 1.18km of new 1.5m 
wide unbound track would link the windfarm track to the forest tracks 
and 0.69km of new 1.5m wide unbound track would link from Edinbane 
Cemetery to the forest tracks. These tracks would provide easily accessible 
recreational routes from the village which do not require crossing the 
busy A850. Limited parking at the entrance to the forest routes and it the 
Cemetery would allow visitors and residents from local communities to 
access this resource.

ROUTE J - potential link path route from 
Edinbane Cemetery to forestry tracks

ROUTE J - public access to forest tracksROUTE J - access map to Coishletter 
Forest managed by Scottish Woodlands

ROUTE J- Edinbane Windfarm with 
associated access tracks



ROUTE J – Edinbane Windfarm and Forest loop



ROUTES SUMMARY

Edinbane Community Company have ambitions to greatly improve the 
walking and cycling routes to link the local communities. Opportunities 
exist to reuse the old disused single track road to provide an off road route 
between Dunvegan and Edinbane. This will strengthen the reduction in car 
use and improve access to local amenities. It will open up opportunities for 
local people and especially children to cycle to these amenities, including 
theEdinbane Primary School, rather than being driven. It will also give 
much better access by bike to places of employment 

The projects listed in this document are aspirational. The completion of a 
path Route A,  the ‘missing link’ between Flashader and Borve (Greshornish 
Campsite Entrance) is the priority project.





Survey and map most suitable route option

As noted previously we have provided detailed maps to show the proposed routes

Liaise with ECC to identify possible complimentary recreational routes that join the 
Community Links path

This is covered as part of the drawing Edinbane Wider Path Network Plan. They will 
form part of  a separate document 

Commence face to face negotiations with landowners

We have issued letters to land owners and tenants effected by the proposed new path 
route. Face to face meetings may follow depending on whether ECC want to try to 
persuade owners and tenants who currently reject the new path proposals to accept 
the proposals. 

Explore all abilities potential

The current Community Links path will be accessible to all abilities in terms of 
gradient. We will welcome comments from disability groups on  the proposals. We 
will include some seating along the proposed route to make the path easier to use by 
people with mobility problems.

Next steps

• Confirmation from ECC that the proposed routes are accepted and have buy in 
from the wider community

• Determine the funding approach to be followed
• Meet with Susrans to discuss specification for path and other features
• Gain in principle approval to the proposal from Highland Council Roads
• More detailed technical study of the prefered options once funding secured
• Detailed cost plan for prefered options once funding secured
• Make a Planning Application
• Obtain information on underground services

Feasibility for a local path network

ECC have a number of potential recreational routes that they want to upgrade, 
formalise, improve signage and promote to increase recreational potential for local 
people and visitors. Some are existing forestry tracks that can be made into circular 
routes with the introduction of new link paths. Others make use of sections of the 
old road. The extent of the proposed network is shown on drawing 539 Strategy Plan.  
The aim is that these routes also connect to the Community Links path which would 
act as the spine route. These two types of routes act in a mutually beneficial manner 
increasing the overall use of each other. 

Investigations and surveys to provide an improved path network

Mike Hyatt (landscape architect) and  Frank McCulloch (engineer) have carried out 
walk over surveys of the path option routes A-C as well as the recreational routes 
connecting to the Community Links path around Edinbane. A walk over survey and 
visual inspection of selected parts of the wider path network will also be included. 
These inspections have identified any issues requiring engineering solutions, such 
as bridges and culverting ditches. Opportunities have also been identified such as 
seating areas and view points.
Mike Hyatt has had initial discussions with Highland Council Roads Department and 
provided details to them for road crossings and ditch culverting and is awaiting a 
formal response. Informal response is that they do not have a objection to the ditch 
being culverted.
When the project moves to the detailed stage we would anticipate that services 
information would be obtained for the new or upgraded path along the road. 
As the proposed routes are either adjacent the existing main road or using existing 
tracks, paths and sections of old road we would not anticipate any need for extensive 
archaeological or ecological surveys to be carried out. However there may be limited 
need for these surveys for any new sections of off road to path. We will highlight any 
requirement in the final report.

Work with ECC in preparation of funding applications

We have some experience of the range of routes to funding from previous projects 
and we will advise ECC on this basis.

SUMMARY OF WORK IN RELATION TO THE BRIEF



APPENDIX A - TECHNICAL DETAILS

The construction details for road crossings and verge side path on a 
culverted ditch are key elements of Paths A-C . As these are the priority 
projects we have started consultation with Highland Council Roads 
Department to gain an early in-principle approval so as not to delay the 
development of the project in the future.


